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Abstract: Unified-modelling language (UML) is a standard general purpose modelling language, which is widely,
used in system design of banking, biological, plantation and healthcare. Recently, there are many systems of
healthcare are modeled using behavioral diagram such as UML statechart for design purposes. However, the
behavior of healthcare statechart is rarely verified to ensure it is behaving as we needed. In software engineering, a
software should be verified before it is transform to the further phases. In this paper, a statechart of outpatient
clinic is verified to ensuring the correctness of its design. Therefore, to achieve our objective, we have applied
Common Modeling Language (CML) and SMV model checker for verification formal system modeling and
specification of property of statechart outpatient clinic. The result shows that the statechart of outpatient clinic is
behave as required and the statechart is allowable to transform to the next phase.
Keywords: Formal verification, CML, model checking, temporal logic, UML statechart

1. Introduction
UML is a standardized general purpose modelling language, which uses graphical notations, such as statechart
diagram [1]. Statechart diagram is use to model the dynamic behavior of a system [2], [3] and [4]. In recent years, there
a numbers of health care system that are modelled using statechart to represent the dynamic behavior of its system.
Example of the statechart of health care system discussed in [5] and [6]. However, the statechart model must verify to
ensuring its correctness or in other word, the property of statechart model is satisfied. In software engineering,
correctness is defined as the obedience to the specifications that stated how we depend on the software and how its
reaction when it is employ with correctly. However, the correctness of software design tendency to failure, if
specification of software is ambiguous. Based on [7], the behavior of statechart is analyze with respect to some
correctness specification expressed by temporal logics formula. In this paper, we use CML [8] to modeled statechart to
formal language of SMV [9] and express the properties in temporal logic as Computational Tree Logic (CTL) [10].
Software verification is important tasks in software model, if we not verify the software model, the bug might be
present in the model and errors will occur in the source codes. As a result, the system tendency to failure. We often read
of incidents where some malfunction caused from fault in hardware or software system. The most tragic example of
such a fault is the destruction of the Ariane 5 rocket [11], due to floating-point overflow; one bug and one crash [12].
Based on Ariane 5 rocket tragedy, the need for trustworthy hardware and software system is critical. As increasing
number of such systems are being used in our lives, it is important that their properties is properly verified. Practically,
it is impossible to shut down a malfunctioning system in order to restore safety; where in reality we are very much
dependent on such systems for both their continuous operation and proper functioning. The lesson learned from this
tragedy is that the system or software must go through the process of verification and validation during its design for
ensuring on their correctness. One of the automatic software verifications is model checking technique.
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The numerous researchers use model checking to tackle the correctness of statechart problem [13] and [14]. In
health care system, there are a number of researcher apply model checking to verify the correctness of statechart [15],
[16] and [17]. A framework has developed to verify the clinical guideline using UML statechart and SPIN model
checker [15]. This framework verifies specific requirement in the guideline to check whether it is present semantic
error and inconsistencies. Another researcher proposed to constructing the models in the Refinement Calculus of Object
Systems (rCOS) and then verifying Trustable Medical System (TMS) in the real time the safety properties by tool
UPPAAL [16]. They use rCOS to develop TMS because it supports both static structural and dynamic behavioral
refinement of object-oriented system and can effectively reduce the complexity of system by separating concerns. The
healthcare workflow also can be verify using Alloy specification [17]. This approach transforms the healthcare
workflow metamodel to Alloy specification and verify using Alloy Analyzer.
This paper is organized as follows: The following section discuss the materials and methods of research. Then the
results and discussion are present in section 3. Finally, the conclusion and direction for future research are discuss in
section 4.

2. Material and Method
UML Statechart is valuable diagram, which is able to representing the behavioral of state machine. The most
important, statechart can react to external environment of a system through events, which triggered by a transition.
UML statecharts [18] are hierarchical automata associated with objects (class instances) to model their behavior. The
valuable innovation of statechart can assist in modeling the life cycle of objects behavioral in graphically. In exact
terms, statecharts, consisting of states and transitions, convey how objects behave through time because its surrounding
can affect the reaction to an event. Statechart that was proposed by [19] is an extension of the finite state machine
(FSM) which has features like concurrency, hierarchy, and communication.
Model checking is a popular automatic technique used to check the specification of finite state machine system
[20],[21] and [22]. Model checking requires two input: formal modeling and formal specification. Both of the inputs
must be written in language of model checker. The model checker will execute verification process, once both of input
ready written in its language. Most of model checker tools produced either ‘yes’ to mean – model satisfied the
specification or ‘no’ to mean – model not satisfied the specification.

2.1 Common Modeling Language
Common Modeling Language (CML) was propose by [23] as intermediate language to translate statechart model
to input language of model checker.
Definition 1: Formally, Common Modeling Language is defined as CML=<S, S0, Sc, G, T, C, R, Root> where:
• S is a finite set of states, where each state, s is as one of the two state types: {AND, OR}
• S0 is a set of initial states (S0 S). S0 forms a valid initial transition relation.
• Sc is a set of states that forms a valid state configuration.
• G is a finite set of triggers
• T is a finite set of transition relation, T = S x G x S`.
• C: S, S is the state function. If s` C(s), then s` is an immediate descendant of s. The function C describes a
component state of the model.
• R is a relation between components.
Translation from CML to I-SMV is define to describe the translation from CML to SMV's language.
Definition 2: Let I-SMV be the input language of SMV that consists of four tuples:
<M, V, N, Y>
In which:
M= A set of finite modules
V = A set of finite state variables
N = A set of next states
Y = Relation between one module to another
I-SMV represented as modular. The parent module is represented as main module. Another module represents as sub
module. Module, M consists finite state variables, V. The next operator, N represent the evolving states from one to
another state. A set parameter represents the relation, Y from one module to another module. A set of rules will use to
represent the translation from CML to I-SMV.
There are many CML in a finite state machine. Each of CML represent as level, L. Therefore, level L, in CML is
mapping to module M. The set of states, S and triggers, G corresponding to V as state variables, V. The transition, T
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corresponding to N as next state. Lastly, the relation between levels, R corresponds to the relation between modules, Y.
In this study, there are four rules that mapping from CML to I-SMV. The rules from CML to I-SMV are defined as
follows:
•

Rule 1 (module): Let Lev is the set of levels in CML. Each Levi ∈ Lev modeled as module declaration in I-SMV
as follows:
Module Levi(argi ,…,arg i+1)
If Levi ∈ Lev does not exist, then the execution must be terminated. In I-SMV, argi is reference to the actual
parameter of a module in the main module.

•

Rule 2 (Variable): Let St be the set of states and Gr is the set of triggers in CML. Sti ∈ St is declared inside a
module as follows:
Sti : s1..s n+1; if St is integer type
Sti : {s1,..,sn}; if St is enumerated type
Sti : {}; if St is boolean type
Gri∈ Gr is declared inside a module as follows:
Gri : g1..gn+1; if Gr is integer type
Gri : {g1,..,gn}; if Gr is enumerated type
Gri : {}; if Gr is boolean type

Rule 2 is used, if and only if the represented module exists and either St≠{} or Gr≠{}.
•

Rule 3 (state change): Let Tr be the set of transitions. In CML, the state changes might occur with or without a
trigger, Gr. This implies that the state changes is between the source state, Ss and target state, St with or without
trigger. The state changes in I-SMV defines as follows:
next (St):=
case{
Tri : St; if gr ∈ Gr, Gr ≠ {}
Trj : Ss; if gr ∈ Gr, Gr = {}
default: St;
};
The different between Tri and Trj are Tri caused by triggered transition whereas Trj caused by null-triggered
transition.

•

Rule 4 (Relation between modules): Let Ra , Rb, be state variables for Leva and Levb. Let Rc and Rd be state
variables for Levcg. The relation between those levels define as follows:
Module main()
St-Levc : Levc(St-Leva .Ra , St-Levb .Rb);
St-Leva : Leva(St-Levc .Rc);
St-Levb: Levb(St-Levc .Rd);
St-Levc, St-Leva, and St-Levb are state variables in the main module. In I-SMV the arguments to a module define
by state variable of destination message followed by state variable of source destination message.

2.2 Verifying UML Statechart of Outpatient Clinic
This subsection describe a case study by employing the method above. This case study employ the statechart of
Outpatient clinic. Based on translation rules from CML to SMV, motivate us to provide automatic translation tool that
utilized the statechart of outpatient clinic to input language of SMV. Fig 1, shows our automatic translation
architecture.
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Fig. 1 - Automatic translation architecture
Based on Fig. 1, the verification process of state machines problem starts by expressing their behavior using UML
statechart diagrams. To embark on modeling process, outpatient clinic has modeled a statechart under version Altova
UModel. Fig. 2, illustrates the statechart of outpatient clinic. Based on Fig. 2, statechart of patient states in the example
of surgical care service. There is one orthogonal state named as Active and two simple states which representing as
Waiting and Consultation. Following the referral to clinic, the initial sub-states called “Pending” of parallel states
“Appointment” and “Diagnostic tests” will activated.

Fig. 2 - Statechart of outpatient clinic
When the event “make booking” fired and if there are available slots in the clinic, the patient considered to have
the appointment booked. The statechart of outpatient clinic state has drawn using Altova. The following important
properties need to verify for ensuring the correctness of statechart outpatient clinic:
i. All patients will serve for consultation if they are completed booked appointment and sample for diagnosis test has
taken.
ii. All patients which are not in waiting list are strictly not allowed to make booking for appointment.
iii. All patients which always missed booked appointment and diagnosis test, they are still allowed for consultation.
We also define the property of statechart in reverse relation to check whether it reject or accept unusual behavior.
The property is define as “All patients will always immediately entertain for consultation although he/she not making
appointment and diagnosis test”. Altova can produce XMI file and the file act as input to prototype system. With UML
of version Altova, the diagram saved in XMI file. A special Java codes generated by using Netbeans IDE to read the
XMI file. The methods such as DOM parser used to parse the required tag names into a set of tables by using a package
named as ARCH. The tag names are <region>, <subvertex>, <transition> and <trigger> including the corresponding
attributes. During the runtime, elements of XMI is transformed to textual CML by using data structure called as
collection. There are five steps to transform the elements to textual CML:
i. Every element from the same component of both tables is group into COMPONENT in textual CML.
ii. For every Type which equal to uml:state in ExtrinsicObject, a list of states are created in textual CML under the
STATE.
iii. For every Type equal to uml:trigger in the ExtrinsicObject, lists of trigger is created in textual CML under the
TRIGGER n + 1.
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iv. For every Type equal to uml:transition in Transition and if parent of uml:trigger equal to id of uml:transition, a set
of transition are created in textual CML by getting source and trigger name together with target. The set of
transition are group under TRANSITION.
v. For every component, if parent of uml:region equal to id of uml:state, a list of links are created in textual CML.
The corresponding component is said successor-component and its parent component is said predecessorcomponent. The links can be formed into two types:
o Successor-component: receive message from predecessor-component.
o Predecessor-component: receive message from successor-componenti and successor-component i+1.
When all steps implemented, the output will used as guidance to model state machine and states transition of a
system component. Fig. 3 shows the pseudocode of single textual CML.

Fig. 3 - Pseudocode of single textual CML
The second pseudocode is used to implementing the relationship between single textual CML. Fig. 4, shows the
pseudocode of relationship between components in textual CML.

Fig. 4 - Pseudocode of relationship between components in textual CML
The output of above pseudocode used to steer users in modeling the synchronization of system components. On the
other hand, the output produced will used as message passing or sharing between the systems component. In overall,
elements of XMI such STATE, TRIGGER, TRANSITION and REGION are useful to build the structure of CML. The
detail usage of pseudocodes above will described in the next section.

3. Result and Discussion
This section focusses to verify the behavior of statechart of outpatient clinic with its properties. There are two
important tasks; first, modeling statechart into SMV language, second expressing properties in temporal logic formula.
For this purpose, we transform the textual CML into SMV. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, show the textual of CML and input
language of SMV, respectively. Based on Fig. 5, the textual of CML is obtain from exporting and parsing the XMI of
statechart by using five steps of transformation, which described in previous page. In implementation, we apply the
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pseudocodes describe in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 to perform the transformation. As shown in Fig. 5, textual of CML will role
as template of SMV language. Each of segment in textual of CML will mapping to SMV language.

Fig. 5 - Textual of CML
Fig. 6, shows the output of transformation from textual of CML to input language of SMV using translation rules,
which previously describe in page 2 and 3. Subsequently, the textual of CML is transform to input language of SMV
for verification purpose. Based on the Fig. 6, AJ-1, AJ-2, AJ-3 from textual of CML represent the module in SMV.
There are three modules in SMV language; MODULE AJ-1, MODULE AJ-2 and MODULE AJ-3. STATE and
TRIGGER from textual of CML represent variable in SMV. TRANSITION from textual of CML represent next in
SMV. Lastly REFINEMENT from textual of CML represent main in SMV.

Fig. 6 - Input language of SMV
Eventually, SMV model checker runs the verification process. In this step, the statechart of outpatient clinic will
go through the verification process to ensure whether its behaviors are behave correctly when we give correctness
properties. For this purpose, we expressed the properties of outpatient clinic as shown in Table 1.
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Table 1- Properties of outpatient clinic in CTL
No

Description of property

Property in CTL

1

All patients will entertained for consultation if they are
completely booked an appointment and sample for diagnosis
test has taken

AG(ai_2.state=Booked) &
(aj_3.sate=SampleTaken)→
AF!(aj_1.state=Consultation))

2

All patients which are not in waiting list are strictly not allowed
to make booking for appointment

AG(!(ai_1.state=Waiting) →
EX!(aj_1.state=Booked))

3

All patients will always immediately entertained for consultation
room although he/she not making appointment and diagnosis
test
(Reverse Relation)

AG(!(ai_2.state=Booked &
aj_3.sate=SampleTaken)→
AX(aj_1.state=Consultation))

4

All patients which already booked appointment and completed
diagnosis test not necessary entertained for consultation

AG(!(ai_1.state=Active) →
EF(aj_1.state=Consultation))

Based on Table 1, we specify the properties in AGp, AXp, EXp, EFp and AFp. In SMV, all four temporal logics
are express in CTL as below:
i. AGp express that along all paths property p holds globally,
ii. AXp express that always the property p holds in the second state of the path,
iii. AFp express that along all paths property p holds at some state in the future,
iv. EFp express that there exists a path where property p holds at some state in the future and
v. EXp express that there exists a path where property p holds at second state immediately.
Fig. 7 shows the output of verification. The verification result shows that property 1 and 4 are verify TRUE and
property 2 and 3 are verify FALSE.

1

2

3

4

Fig. 7 - Result of SMV Verification
Based on Fig. 7, we formalize the property with correctly and vice versa to see whether the statechart gives the
correct reaction according to the specifications. The property 1 is verify TRUE because it says that always when the
patients have booked the appointment and diagnostic test, they will entertained for consultation. The property 2 is verify
FALSE because Booked is not satisfied exactly in the second state. The result shows that the execution of sequence stop
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at second state and not continue the rest of the states along the path. The property 3 also verify FALSE second state is
not Consultation and stop execute the rest of states. The property 4 is verify TRUE because although patient always
missed booked the appointment and diagnostic test, there exist in the future he/she will entertained for consultation.
Temporal logic not stated exactly the time of satisfied, but it shows that once condition fulfill, the premise is satisfy
either in the future or some or exactly second state.

4. Conclusion
This paper concentrated in providing an approach to verify the correctness of statechart model. As mentioned
previously, correctness is defined as the obedience to the specifications and how software reacts when it is employing the
correctness specification or property. The statechart used in this paper is outpatient clinic. It found that our approach
successfully verifies the behavior of statechart of outpatient clinic based on the correctness property which precisely
express in temporal logic. It means that, the behavior of statechart react, as we required when we employ the precise
specification. It also proves that the statechart is safely design without any defect for next phase of software engineering.
Therefore, we believe that our approach is useful in assisting people in using model checkers. Our approach is also
beneficial in reducing the difficult tasks in using model checking such as formal modeling and formulizing the properties
of a system.
In this paper, our approach only tackle verification of single orthogonal statechart. In future research, we focus to
enhance our approach by providing verification of multiple orthogonal statecharts, which able to handle bigger scope
behavioral of system.
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